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shot-gun and seemed to keep a pair of bulldogs) was dis-
covered smoking opium on deck after " acting upon a
hunch, she did not want to have any stolen property
aboard that night" and dropping her booty overboard,
" carefully marking the spot with a broken twig."
But these feverish delights were interrupted by the
arrival of Sister Aime'e, She had entered unobtrusively and
now, a pleasant-looking lady with a good deal of carefully
arranged fair hair, was sitting in a big chair on the stage.
She clasped a Bible and was draped in a long dark-blue
cloak. A telephone stood at her elbow, and the waiting
microphone of Radio K.F.S.G. was just in front. An
alarming backcloth depicted greenish fiends in flight from
angels with trumpets; and the space between it and her
chair was almost filled with three life-size crosses. No
effigies hung on them; but the construction gang (whose
achievements were celebrated in the Foursquare Crusader)
had gratified their sense of realism by driving three enormous
nails into the middle cross and decorating their vicinity
with liberal splashes of red paint.
Against this slightly garish background Sister Aimee read
a short passage of Scripture, led the Temple in a hymn with
a good deal of practised brightness and sat waiting, a demure
figure in dark blue, while the musical programme drew
slowly to its end. A lady played the xylophone; a baritone
rendered some sacred music; and once, when a quartette
was singing, she turned the microphone away—a shade
uncharitably, I thought. Then she rose to preach and
continued for about an hour. The earlier portions of the
sermon, which were carefully composed and had reference to
the scene set on the stage, seemed slightly strange to her ;
some awkward words in it, that she appeared to encounter
for the first time, gave her a little trouble. But the illus-
trated sermon had its unerring accompaniment. For,
guided by insight or by lighting-cues, the electrician followed
her argument from point to point about the stage. The
sympathetic magic of lime-light lent its aid; and as the

